6.1 LIGHT SPEED: LIMIT ON CAUSAUTY
no signal reaches us faster than light
Nine-year-old Meredith waves her roy magician’s wand and shouts, "Sun is exploding
right now!” Is she right? We have no way on Earth of knowing— at least not for a
while. Sun lies 150,000 million meters from Earth. Therefore it will take 150,000
million meters of light-rravel time for the first light flash from the explosion to reach
us. This equals 500 seconds— 8 minutes and 20 seconds. W e will just have to wait
and see if Meredith is correct . . .
When 8 minutes and 20 seconds pass, we have evidence that Meredith was
mistaken; Looking through our special dark glasses, we see no exploding Sun.
But Meredith’s wand has started us thinking. W hat in the laws of nature prohibirs
rhe wave of her wand from being the signal fot Sun to explode at that same instant?
Or — more reasonably, given the awesome event— what prevents Meredith from
having instanraneous warning, so that she raises her wand simultaneously with Sun’s
explosion in order to give us (in light of later developments) a false impression of her
power?
Both questions have the same answer; “The speed of light.” Whatever her powers,
Meredith cannot affect Sun in less than 500 seconds; neither can a warning signal reach
us from Sun in less time than that. All during that intervening 500 seconds we would
see the accustomed round shape of Sun, apparently healthy as ever.
More generally, one event cannot cause another when their sparial separation is
greater rhan the distance light can travel in the time between these events. Light speed
sets a limit on causality. No known physical process can overcome this limit; not
gravity, not some other field, not a zooming particle of any kind. "Spacetime interval”
quantifies this limit on causality. Interval between far-away events — unlike distance
between far-away points — can be zero. In this and other ways rhe spacerime geometry
of the real world differs fundamentally from the space geometry of Euclid’s 2300year-old rextbook.
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Signal Sun with super speed?

No, just speed of light
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6.2 RELATION BETWEEN EVENTS:
TIMELIKE, SPACELIKE, OR LIGHTLIKE
minus sign yields three possible relations
between pairs of events
Using Euclidean geometry, a surveyor reckons the distance between two steel stakes
from the sum of the squates of the northward and eastward separations of these stakes:
uared distance: Positive or zero

(distance)^ = (northwatd separation)^ + (eastward separation)^
In consequence, in Euclidean geometry a distance— or its square — always has a
positive value or zero.
In contrast, the spacetime interval between events in Lorentz geometry arises from
the difference of squares of time and space separations:

Squared interval:
Positive, zero, or negative

Timelike interval:
Time part dominates

(interval)^ = (separation in time)^ — (separation in space)^
In consequence of the minus sign, this equation yields a number that may be positive,
negative, or zero, depending on whether the time or the space separation predomi
nates. Moreover, whichever of these three descriptions characterizes the interval in one
free-float frame also characterizes the interval in any other free-float frame. Why?
Because the spacetime interval between two events has the same value in all overlap
ping free-float frames. In the threefold possibilities for an interval, nature reveals the
causal relation between events.
An interval between two events earns the name tim e lik e or spacelike or lig h t
like depending on whether the time part predominates, the space part predominates,
or the time and space parts are equal, respectively, as shown in Table 6-1. Eor
convenience, the minus sign is placed so that the resulting squared interval is greater
than or equal to zero.
T im elik e Interval: W e picture the sequence of sparks emitted by a moving
sparkplug. Points representing these sparks on the spacetime map trace out the
worldline of the particle (Chapter 5). No material particle has ever been measured to
travel faster than light. Every material particle always travels less than one meter of
distance in one meter of light-travel time. The sparks emitted by the particle have a
greater time separation than their separation in space. In other words, the worldline of
a particle consists of events that have a timelike relation with one another and with the
initial event. We say that a material particle follows a tim e lik e w o rld lin e.
The interval T between two timelike events reveals itself to the observer in any
free-float frame:
(timelike interval)^ =

= (time separation)^ — (space separation)^

(6-1)

6 -T ^

CLASSIFICATION OF THE RELATION BETWEEN TWO EVENTS
Description

Squared interval is named and reckoned

Time part of interval dominates space part
Space part of interval dominates time part
Time part of interval equals space part

(timelike interval)^ =
= (time)^ — (distance)^
(spacelike interval)^ =
= (distance)^ — (time)^
(lightlike interval)^ = 0 = (time)^ — (distance)^
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laboratory time

right-rocket time

LABORATORY FRAME

RIGHT-MOVING ROCKET FRAME

A

left-rocket space

LEFT-MOVING ROCKET FRAME

FIGURE 6-1. Events A a n d Bform a timelike p a ir (w ith event A a rb itra rily chosen as reference
event), here recorded in the spacetime maps o f three free-float fram es, Point B lies on a hyperbola
opening along the time axis in each frame. The shortest time between events A and B is recorded in the
laboratory frame, the frame in which the two events occur at the same place.

Same two sparks registered in different frames? Different records for the separation
in time between those sparks. Different records for the separation in space. Same figure
for the timelike interval between them!
Nobody can keep us from tracing out on one and the same diagram (Figure 6-1)
the very different records for the separation AB that observers get in different free-float
frames. One frame? One point on the diagram. Another frame? Another point on the
diagram. And so on. These many records for the same pair of events AB trace out a
hyperbola. This hyperbola opens out in the time direction.
The two sparks, A and B — definite locations though they occupy in spacetime—
nevertheless register in different frames of reference as having different separations in
reference-frame time. Among the many conceivable frames, which one records this
separation in time as smallest? Answer: The frame in which spark B occurs at the same
place as spark A. In other words, the frame that happens to move along in sync with
the sparkplug, even if only briefly. In that frame the clock records a separation in time
between A and B identical with the timelike interval AB.
As seen in the left-moving rocket frame in Figure 6-1, spark B lies to the right of
spark A. In contrast, spark B occurs to the left of spark A in the right-moving rocket.
The position of B relative to A depends on the reference frame from which it is
measured. For a pair of events separated by a timelike interval, labels “right” and
“left” have no invariant meaning: they are frame-dependent.
S pacelike Interval: The interval between two events A and D is spacelike when
the space part predominates over the time part. Such was the case for a possible
explosion of Sun (event A) and Meredith’s wand waving (event D), simultaneous with
A as recorded in the Earth frame (Section 6.1). Events A and D, if they occurred,
would be separated in the Earth-Sun frame by a distance of 150,000 million meters
and separated by a time of zero meters. Clearly the space part predominates over the
time part! Whenever the space part predominates, we call the relation between the two
events spacelike.
The interval s (sometimes called by the Greek letter sigma, (T) between two
spacelike events reveals itself to the observer in any free-float frame:
(sp a celik e interval)^ =

= (sp ace separation)^ — (tim e separation)^

(6 - 2 )

Timelike interval:
Invariant hyperbola opens
along time axis

Spacelike interval:
Space part dominates
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Spacelike interval:
Invariant hyperbola opens
along space axis
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Events A and D registered in different frames? Then different records for the separa
tion in time between those events. Also different records for the separation in space.
Same numerical value for rhe spacelike interval between rhem!
We plot on another spacetime diagram (Figure 6-2) all of the very differenr records
for the separation AD that observers get in different free-float frames. One frame? One
point on the diagram. Another frame? Another poinr on the diagram. And so on.
These many records for the same pair of evenrs AD trace out a hyperbola. This
hyperbola opens out in the space direction.
The two events, A and D — definite locations though they occupy in spacetime —
nevertheless register in different frames of reference as having different separations in
reference-frame space. Among the many conceivable frames, which one records this
separation in space as smallest? Answer: The frame in which spark D occurs at the
same time as spark A. In that frame a long srick records a separation in space between A
and D identical with the spacelike interval, AD. This is called the p ro p e r d istan ce
between the two spacelike events.
In the Earth - laboratory frame in Figure 6-2, Meredith waves her wand (event D)
at the same time as Sun explodes (event A). In the right-moving rocket frame Sun
explodes after Meredirh waves her wand. In the left-moving rocket frame Sun
explodes before the wand wave. For a pair of events separated by a spacelike interval,
labels “before” and “after” have no invariant meaning: they are frame-dependent. To
allow the wand to control Sun would be to scramble cause and effect!
No particle — not even a flash of light — can move between two events connected
by a spacelike interval. To do so would require it to cover a distance greater than the
time available to cover rhis disrance (space separation greater than time separation). In
brief, it would have to travel faster than light. This is alternative evidence that two
events separated by a spacelike interval cannot be causally connected: one of them
cannot “get at” the other one by any possible signal.

LEFT-MOVING ROCKET FRAME

LABORATORY FRAME

RIGHT-MOVING ROCKET FRAME

FIGURE 6-2. The spacelike p a ir o f events A a n d D {with event A a rb itra rily chosen as reference
event) as recorded in the spacetime maps o f three free-float fram es. Point D lies on a hyperbola
opening along the space axis in every rocket and laboratory frame. The shortest distance between these events
is recorded in the laboratory frame, the frame in which the two events occur at the same time. A heavy line
represents the spacetime separation AD. No particle can travel along this line; the speed would be greater
than light speed— and would be infinitely great as measured in the laboratory frame, since the particle
would have to cover the distance from A /o D in zero time!
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E PR

RELATIONS BETWEEN EVENTS
Events 1,2, and 3 all have laboratory locations y — z — 0. Their x and t measurements are
plotted on the laboratory spacetime map.
a.

Classify the interval between events 1 and 2; timelike, spacelike, or lightlike.

b.

Classify the interval between events 1 and 3.

c.

Classify the interval between events 2 and 3.

event

2
7

6

t
time
(meters)

1

event
3,

'
3

2

event
1,

1
1

2

3

4

5

----- space (meters) —

SOLUTION
a.

For event 1, / = 2 meters and x — I meter. For event 2, t = 7 meters and x = 4
meters. The squared interval between them: (interval)^ — { 7 ~ 2Y — (4 — 1)^ =
5^“ 3^ = 2 5 “ 9== 16 (meters)^. The time part is greater than the space part, so
the interval between these two events is timelike: T = 4 meters.

b.

For event 1, t = 2 meters and x = I meter. For event 5, t = 5 meters and x = 6
meters. The squared interval between them: (interval)^ = (5 “ 2)^ — (1 — 6)^ =
3^ — 5^ = 9 ~ 2 5 = “ 16 (meters)^. The space part is greater than the time part,
so the interval is spacelike: s = 4 meters. (For spacelike intervals, we subtract the
squared time part from the squared space parr before taking the square root.)

c.

For event 2, / = 7 meters and x = 4 meters. For event 3 ,^ = 5 meters and x = 6
meters. The squared interval between them: (interval)^ ~ { 7 ~ ~ 5)^ — (4 — 6)^ =
2^ — 2^ = 4 — 4 = 0 (meters)^. The time part equals the space part, so the
interval is lightlike-, it is a null interval.

L ightlike In terv al (N ull Interval): Two events stand in a lightlike relation
when the interval between them is zero:
Lightlike interval;
Time separation equa
sp a ce separation

(time separation)^ — (space separation)^ — 0
or
magnitude of (separation in time) — (distance in space)

[for lightlike interval]

(6-3)
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An interval that is lightlike? A separation in time between two events, A and G,
identical to the distance in space between them? W hat does this condition mean? This:
A pulse of light can fly directly from event A and arrive with perfect timing at event G.
How come? Distance in meters between the two locations measures the meters of time
required for light to fly from one place to the other. Separation in time between the two
events represents the time available for the trip. Time available equals time needed?
Guarantee that the pulse from A arrives in coincidence with event G\ More generally,
whenever the influence of one event, spreading out at the speed of light, can directly
affect a second event, then the interval between those two events rates as lightlike, zero,
null.
Only light (“photons”), neutrinos, and gravitons can move directly between two
events connected by a lightlike interval. Only by means of one of these light-speed
particles can the one event in a lightlike pair cause the other.
The spherical out-going pulse of light from an event. A, may trigger two widely
separated events, E and G(Figure 6-3). Does this common genesis imply that E and G
occur at the same time? Yes and no! Yes, there’s always a free-float reference frame in
which the two daughter events appear as simultaneous. That frame — for no good
reason — we call the laboratory frame in Figure 6-3. In other frames of reference — for
example, the left-moving rocket frame in Figure 6-3 — the clocks show that E occurs
before G. There are still other frames — the right-moving rocket frame is one — in
which the clocks register E and G in the opposite order of time. But no frame shows
either £ or G in the past of A.
Hold it! Aren't spacelike separations impossible? I understand timelike a n d lightlike
separations between two events, because a p article— or a t least a light fla sh — can
travel between them. Not even a light flash, however, can travel from one event to a
second event separated from the first by an interval th a t is spacelike. The first event
cannot possibly cause the second event in the spacelike case. Therefore a spacelike
interval cannot arise in nature. So why talk about it?

left-rocket time

laboratory time

right-rocket time

A

A

G .'

laboratory space

LEFT-MOVING ROCKET FRAME

LABORATORY FRAME

right-rocket space

RIGHT-MOVING ROCKET FRAME

FIGURE 6-3. Two lightlike p a irs of events AE a n d AG {with event A a rb itra rily chosen as
reference event) as recorded in spacetime maps o f three free-float fram es. A flash originates at A
and spreads outwardfrom the center ofa rod at rest in the laboratoryframe. Events E and G are receptions of
this flash at the two ends of the rod as recorded by different observers. In the laboratoryframe, reception events
E and G occur at the same time. In the right-moving rocketframe, the rod moves to the left, so event G occurs
sooner than event E. In the left-moving rocket frame, the rod moves to the right, so event E occurs sooner than
event G.
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Oops! A spacelike interval between two events certainly can and does arise in nature.
Signals from the supernova labeled 1987A reported that event to us in 1987,
which was 150,000 years after the explosion occurred. Yet occur it did! N o astron
omer of Babylonian, Egyptian, or Greek days reported it, nor could they even know
of it. Yet it had already happened for them. That event separated itself from each of
them by a spacelike interval. Only the advance of time to the year 1987 brought
down the interval between that explosion and Earthbound observers from spacelike
to lightlike. In that year a light pulse carried the earliest possible report of that
explosion to our eyes. And look today? See no explosion at that location in the sky.
The light from it has passed us by. Our present relation to that event? Timelike!

6.3 LIGHT CONE: PARTITION IN
SPACETIME
invariance of the interval preserves cause and
effect
Thus far in dealing with the interval between two events, A and B, we have considered
primarily the situation in which these events lie along a single direction in space — on
the reference line where the laboratory and rocket reference clocks are located. In
contrast, the surveyors in our imaginary kingdom made use of two space dimensions
— northward and eastward. We know, however, that Euclidean space is truly threedimensional. A surveyor measuring hilly terrain soon appreciates the need for a third
dimension: the direction vertically upward! The measure of distance in three dimen
sions requires a simple extension of the expression for distance in two dimensions: The
square of the distance becomes the sum of the squares of three mutually perpendicular
separations:
(distance)^ = (north separation)^ + (east separation)^ + (up separation)^
Euclidean space requires three dimensions. In contrast, spacetime, which includes
the time dimension, demands four. The expression for the square of a timelike interval
now has four terms: a positive term (the square of the time separation) and three
negative terms (the squares of the separations in three space dimensions).
(interval)^ = (time separation)^ — (north separation)^
— (east separation)^ — (up separation)^
The three space terms can be represented by the single distance term in the equation
above, yielding
(timelike interval)^ = (time separation)^ — (distance)^
(spacelike interval)^ = (distance)^ ^ (time separation)^
(lightlike interval)^ = 0 = (time separation)^ — (distance)^
or, for the lightlike interval,
magnitude of (separation in time) = (distance in space)

tiightlike interval]

(6-3)

For pairs of events with lightlike separation, the interval equals zero. The zero
interval is a unique feature of Lorentz geometry, new and quite different from

Interval generalized to
three space dimensions
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b l e m

6-2

E X P L E T I V E DELETED
At 12:00 noon Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) an
astronaut on Moon drops a wrench on his toe and
shouts “Damn!” into his helmet microphone
(event A), carried by a radio signal toward Earth.
At one second after 12:00 noon GMT a short

circuit (event D) temporarily disables the receiving
amplifier at Mission Control on Earth. Take Earth
and Moon to be 3.84 X 10® meters apart in the
Earth frame and assume zero relative motion.

a.

Does Mission Control on Earrh hear the astronaut’s expletive?

b.

Could the astronaut’s strong language have caused the short circuit on Earth?

c.

Classify the spacetime separation between events A and D: timelike, spacelike, or
lightlike.

d.

Find the proper distance or proper time between events A and D.

e.

For all possible rocket frames passing between Earth and Moon, find the shortest
possible distance between events A and D. In the rocket frame for which this
distance is shortest, determine the time between the two events.

SOLUTION
a.

In one second, electromagnetic radiation (light and radio waves) travels 3.0 X
10® meters in a vacuum. Therefore the radio signal does not have time to travel
the 3.84 X 10® meters between Moon and Earth in the one second available
between the events A and D as measured in the Earth frame. So Mission Control
does nor hear the exclamation.

b.

No signal travels faster than light. So the astronaut’s strong language cannot have
caused the short circuit.

c.

The space part of the separation between events (3.84 X 10® meters) dominates
the time part (one second = 3.0 X 10® meters). Therefore the separation is
spacelike.

d.

The square of the proper distance s comes from the expression
f2 = (space separation)^ — (time separation)^
— (3.84 X 10® meters)^ — (3.00 X 10* meters)^
= (14.75 - 9.00) X 10*6 (meters)^
= 5.75 X 10*6 (meters)^
The proper distance equals the square root of this value: r = 2.40 X 10® meters

e.

The proper distance equals the shortest distance between two spacelike events as
measured in any rocket frame moving between them (Figure 6-2, laboratory
map). Hence 2.40 X 10® meters equals the shortest possible distance between
events A and D. In the particular rocket frame for which the distance is shortest,
the time between the two events has the value zero — events A and D are
simultaneous in this frame.

6.3
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SAMPLE PROBLEM

SUNSPOT
Bradley grabs his sister’s wand and waves it,
shouting “Sunspot!” At that very instant his fa
ther, Lloyd, who is operating a home solar obser
vatory, sees a spot appear on the face of Sun. Let
event E be Bradley waving the wand and event A

be eruption of the sunspot at the surface of Sun
itself The Eatth-S un distance equals approxi
mately 1.5 X 10“ meters. Neglect relative motion
between Earth and Sun.

a.

Is it possible that Bradley’s wand waving caused the sunspot to erupt on Sun?

b.

Is it possible that the sunspot erupting on Sun caused Bradley to wave his wand?

c.

Classify the spacetime separation between events A and E: timelike, spacelike, or
lightlike.

d.

Find the value of ptoper distance ot propet time between events A and E.

e.

For all possible rocket frames passing between Earth and Sun, find the shortest
possible distance or the shortest possible time between events A and E.

SOLUTION
a.

Light travels 1 meter ot distance in 1 meter of time — or 1.5 X 10“ meters of
distance in 1.5 X 10^* meters of time. Hence in the Earth-Sun frame, eruption of
the sunspot (event A) occurted 1.5 X 10“ meters of time before Bradley waved
the wand (event E). So Bradley’s wand waving could not have caused the
eruption on Sun.

b.

On the other hand, it is possible that eruption of the sunspot caused Bradley to
wave his wand: He raises the wand in the air, looks over his father’s shoulder, and
waves the wand as the spot appears on the projection screen. (We neglect his
reaction time.)

c.

Events A and E are connected by one light pulse; their space and time separations
both have the value 1.5 X 10“ meters in the Eatth frame. Therefore the
spacetime separation between them is lightlike.

d.

Space and time separations between events A and E are equal. Therefore the
interval between them has value zero. Hence proper time between them — equal
to ptoper distance between them — also has value zero.

e.

The interval is invariant. Thetefore all possible ftee-float rocket frames passing
between Earth and Sun reckon zero interval between events A and E. This means
each of them measures space separation between events A and E equal to the time
separation between these events. The common value of the space and time
separations are not the same for all rocket frames, but they are equal to one
another in every individual rocket frame. We are asked to find the shottest
possible value for this time.
Think of a tocket just passing Sun as the sunspot erupts, the rocket headed
towatd Earth at nearly light speed with respect to Earth. Rocket lattice clocks
record the light flash from the sunspot moving away from the rocket at standard
speed unity. However, these clocks recotd that Earth lies very close to Sun
(Lorentz contraction of distance) and that Earth rushes toward the rocket at nearly
light speed. Therefore light does not travel far to get to Earth in this rocket frame;
neither does it take much time. For a rocket moving arbitrarily close to light
speed, this distance between A and E approaches zero, and so does the time
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between A and E. Hence the shortest possible distance between A and E— equal
to the shortest possible time between A and E — has the value zero. But this
constitutes a limiting case, since rocket speed may approach but cannot equal the
speed of light in any free-float frame.

Light flash traces out light cone
in spacetime diagram

anything in Euclidean geometry. In Euclidean geometry it is never possible for distance
A G between two points to be zero unless all three of the separations (northward,
eastward, and upward) equal zero. In contrast, interval A G between two events can
vanish even when separation in space and separation in time are individually quite
large. Equation (6-3) describes the separation between lightlike events, but now
separation in space may show up in two or three space dimensions as well as one time
dimension. The distance in space is always positive.
It is interesting to plot on an appropriate map locations of all events, G, Gj, G^,
Gj,
, that can be connected with one given event A by a single spreading pulse
of light. Every such future event has a distance in space from A identical to its delay in
time after A. Only so can it satisfy the requirement (6-3) for a null interval. For it:
(future time with respect to A) = d- (distance in space from A)

[lightlike interval]

(6-4)

It is equally interesting to display — and on the same diagram — all the events H, Hj,
H 2 , Hj, . . . that can send a light pulse to A. Every such event fulfills the condition
(past time relative to A) = — (distance in space from A)

(for lightlike interval]

(6-5)

Both of these equations satisfy the magnitude equation (6-3).
In Figure 6-4 we suppress display of a third space dimension in the interest of
simplicity. We limit attention to future events G, G„ G2 , . . . and past events H, Hj,
H 2 , . . . that lie on a north-south/east-w est plane in space. A flash emitted from
event A expands as a circle on this space plane. As it spreads out from event A, this
circle of light traces out a cone opening upward in the spacetime map of Figure 6-4.
This is called the fu tu re lig h t cone of event A. The cone opening downward traces
the history of an in-coming circular pulse of radiation so perfectly focused that it
converges toward event A, collapsing exactly at event A at time zero. This downward
opening cone has the name past lig h t cone of event A. All the events G, G^,
G2 , . . . lie on the future light cone of event A, all events H, H„ H 2 , . . . on its
past light cone.
Numerous as the events may be that lie on the light cone, typically there are many
more that don’t! Look, for example, at all the events that occur 7 meters of time later
than the zero time of event A. On the spacetime map, these events define a plane 7
meters above the r = 0 plane in which event A lies, and parallel to that plane. The light
cone intersects this plane in a circle (circle in the present map; a sphere in a full
spacetime map with three space dimensions). An event on the plane falls into one or
another of three categories, relative to event A, according as it lies inside the circle (as
does B in Figure 6-4), on it (as does G), or outside it (as does D).
The light cone is unique to Lorentz geometry. It gives nature a structure beyond any
power of Euclidean geometry. The light cone does more than divide events on a single
plane into categories. It classifies every event, everywhere in spacetime, into one or
another of five distinct categories according to the causal relation that event bears to
the chosen event. A:
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FIGURE 6-4. Light cone as p artitio n in spacetime; perspective three-dim ensional spacetime map
showing eastw ard, northw ard, a n d time locations of events occurring on a f la t p lan e in space.
Events G, Gj, Gj, and Gj are on the future light cone of event A; events H, H,, H 2 , and Hj are on its past
light cone. See also Figure 6-5.

1. Can a material p artic le emitted at A affect what is going to happen at El
If so, B lies inside the fu tu r e light cone of A and forms a timelike pair with
event A.
2. Can a lig h t ray emitted at A affect— with no time to spare— what is going
to happen at G?
If so, d i e s on the fu tu r e light cone of A and forms a lightlike pair with event
A.
3. Can no effect w h atev er produced at A affect what happens at D?
If so, D lies outside the future and past light cones of A and forms a spacelike
pair with event A. It lies in the absolute elsewhere of A.
4. Can a material p artic le emitted at J affect what is h a p p e n in g at A?
If so, J lies inside the p a st light cone of A and forms a timelike pair with
event A.
5. Can a lig h t ray emitted at H affect — with no time to spare — what is
h ap p e n in g at A?
If so, H lies on the p a st light cone of A and forms a lightlike pair with event
A.
Nature reveals a cause-and-effect structure beyond the vision of Euclidean geome
try. The causal relation between an event B and another event A falls into one or the

C au se and effect preserved by
light cone
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FIGURE 6-5. Exploded view o f the regions in
classified w ith respect to a selected event A.

EXERCISE 6-1

RELATIONS BETWEEN EVENTS
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other of five categories picked out by the light cone of A. That light cone and those
categories have an existence in spacetime quite apart from any space and time
measurements that may be used to describe them. Zero interval between events in one
free-float frame means zero interval between the same events in every overlapping
free-float frame. The light cone is the light cone is the light cone!
Event A appears at the origin of every spacetime map in this chapter. What’s so special
about event A?

1L Nothing whatever is special about event A! On the contrary, we have not captured
the full story of the causal structure of spacetime until for every event A {Aj, A 2 , Aj,
. . . ) we have classified every
event B (Bj, B2, Bj, . . . ) into the appropri
ate category— timelike! lightlike! spacelike!— with respect to that event.
Figure 6-5 summarizes the relations between a selected event A and all other events of
spacetime.

CHAPTER 6 EXERCISES

PRACTICE
6-1

Is it possible to find a rocket frame in which the
temporal order of the two events is reversed?
That is, is it possible to find a rocket frame in
which the event that occurs before the other
event in the laboratory frame occurs after the
other event in the rocket frame?

(4)

relations between events

This is a continuation of Sample Problem 6-1. Events
1, 2, and 3 all have the laboratory coordinates y =
z = 0. Their x- and /-coordinates are plotted on the
laboratory spacetime diagram.
a Answer the following questions three times:
once for the timelike pair of events 1 and 2, once for
the spacelike pair of events 1 and 3, and once for the
lightlike pair of events 2 and 3.
(

1) W hat is the proper time (or proper distance)

between the two events?
(2) Is it possible that one of the events caused the
other event?
(3) Is it possible to find a rocket frame in which the
spatial order of the two events is teversed? That
is, is it possible to find a rocket frame in which
the event that occurs to the right of the other
event in the laboratory frame will occur to the
left of the other event in the rocket frame?

event

2

7
6
■'t
4'
time
(meters) ^

I

2

event

event
1,

1
0

1 2
3
4
5
6
----- space (meters) —►-

EXERCISE 6-1. Laboratory spacetime map.
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TIMELIKE, LIGHTLIKE, OR SPACELIKE?

b For the timelike pair of events, find the speed
and direction of a rocket frame with respect to which
the two events occurred at the same place. For the
spacelike pair of events, find the speed and direction
of a rocket frame with respect to which the two events
occurred at the same time.

6-2 timelike, lightlike, or
spacelike?

6-3

The first table lists the space and time coordinates of
three events plus the reference event (event 0) as
observed in rhe laboratory frame.

LABORATORY COORDINATES OF THREE
EVENTS
t

X

y

(years)

(years)

(years)

0

0

0

Event 1

3

4

0

Event 2

6

5

0

Event 3

8

8

3

Event 0

c Find the speed (with respect to the laboratory
frame) of a rocket frame in which evenr 1 and event 2
in the first table occur at the same place.
d Find the speed (with respect to the laboratory
frame) of a rocket frame moving along the x-axis in
which event 2 and event 3 in the first table occur at the
same time.

a Copy the second table. In the top half of each
box in the second table, write the nature of the
interval — timelike, lightlike, or spacelike —
between the two corresponding events.
b In the bottom half of each box in the second
table, write ‘‘yes” if it is possible that one of the events
caused the other and “no” if it is not possible.

proper time and proper
distance

N ote: This exercise uses the Lorentz transformation
equations.
a Two events P and Q have a spacelike separa
tion. Show in general that a rocket frame can be found
in which the two events occur at the same time. Also
show that in this rocket frame the distance between
the two events is equal to the proper distance between
them. (One method: assume that such a rocket frame
exists and then use the Lotentz transformation equa
tions to show that the relative velocity of this rocket
frame is less than the speed of light, thus justifying the
assumption made.)
b Two events P and R have a timelike separa
tion. Show in general that a rocket frame can be found
in which the two events occur at the same place. Also
show that in this rocket frame the time between the
two events is equal to the proper time between them.

PROBLEMS
6-4 autobiography of a photon
A photon emitted by a star on one side of our galaxy is
absorbed near a star on the other side of our galaxy.

■<j[^[^CERCISE 6 -2

INTERVAL BETWEEN EVENTS: TIMELIKE, LIGHTLIKE, OR SPACELIKE?
Event 1

Event 0

Event 1

Event 2

Event 2

Event 3

EXERCISE 6-5
100,000 light-years away from its point of origin as
measured in the frame of the galaxy. How does the
photon experience its own birth and death? That is to
say, what are the space and time separations between
the birth and death of the photon in the frame of the
photon?
D iscussion: We cannot answer this question, be
cause we cannot move along with the photon. No
matter how fast the unpowered rocket in which we
ride, we still measure light to move past us with the
speed of light! Still, we can try to answer the question
as a limiting case in the galaxy frame. Think of ex
tremely energetic PROTONS traveling the same
path. As protons of greater and greater energy are
emitted by the first star and are absorbed near the
second star at the other side of the galaxy, what
happens to the distance between these two events in
the frame of the proton? W hat happens to the time
between these events in the frame of the proton?
Come in this way to a limiting case in which the
PROTON is moving arbitrarily close to the speed of
light in the galaxy frame. In this limit, what would
you expect the distance and time to be between birth
and death in the frame of a PHOTON traveling the
same path in space?
a You are the photon. Using the above argu
ment, write the first few sentences of your autobiog
raphy.
At the end of the trip, near a star at the fringe of our
galaxy, a galaxy-spanning photon travels 10 kilome
ters vertically through the atmosphere of a planet
before it enters a telescope and is absorbed in the eye
of an astronomer.
The average in dex o f refractio n of the atmo
sphere of this planet is « = 1.00030. The speed of
the photon in such an atmosphere Is v = v ^ ^ /c =
1/n . (The speed of light in a vacuum is unity.)
b W hat is the proper time for this last leg of the
trip — the time in the rest frame of the “sloweddown” photon? How far apart is the top of the atmo
sphere and the astronomer’s eye in the frame of the
photon?
C Complete your photon autobiography with an
additional couple of sentences.
D iscussion: Relativity is a classical theory — that
is, a nonquantum theory — in which photons are
postulated to move at light speed in a vacuum and at
a speed v = l / « in air, where n is the index of refrac
tion. Q u a n tu m electrodynam ics (QED), the
quantum theory of interactions between light and
matter, tells us that it is incorrect to talk of a single
photon moving through air. Rather, one thinks of an
initial photon being absorbed by an atom in the air
and a second photon emitted, the second photon then
absorbed by another atom, which emits a third pho
ton, and so forth. The classical relativistic analysis is

THE DETONATOR PARADOX
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not cotrect when viewed ftom the quantum perspec
tive. Fot more on quantum electrodynamics, read
Richard P. Feynman, QED: The Strange Theory of
Light and Matter (Princeton, Ptinceton University
Press, 1985).

6-5

the detonator paradox

A U-shaped structure made of the strongest steel
contains a detonator switch connected by wire to one
metric ton (1000 kilograms) of the explosive TNT, as
shown in the figure. A T-shaped structure made of
the same strong steel fits inside the U, with the long
arm of the T not quite long enough to teach the
detonator switch when both structures are at rest in
the laboratory.
Now the T structure is removed far to the left and
accelerated to high speed. It is Lorentz-contracted
along its direction of motion. As a tesult, its long arm
is not long enough to teach the detonatot switch when
the two collide. Therefote there will be no explosion.

REST FRAME OF TSTR U aU R E
EXERCISE 6 -5 . B o th a t re st: The leg o f the T alm ost reaches the
detonator sw itc h w hen both the T a n d the U are a t rest. P oints A
a n d B are used in p a r t h o f the exercise. R e s t f r a m e o fX J s t r u c 
tu r e : T he leg o f the m oving T is L orentz contracted in the rest fra m e
o f the U. Does th is m ean th a t the explosion w ill not ta ke place? R e s t
f r a m e o f T s tr u c tu r e : The legs o f the m oving U are L orentz-contra c te d in the rest fr a m e o f the T . Does th is m ean explosion w ill take
place?
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HOW FAST CAN YOU WALK?

However, look at the same situation in the rest
frame of the T structute. In this frame the arm of the
T has its rest length, while the two arms of the U
structure are Lorentz-contracted. Therefore the arm of
the T will certainly strike the detonator switch and
there will be a terrible explosion.
a Make a decisive prediction: Will there be an
explosion or not? Your life depends on it!
b The wire from the detonator switch to the
T N T is restrung through point B on the U structure
when both structures are at rest, and a laser is installed
at point A on the T structure. Later, when the two
sttuctures collide at A, the laser fires a pulse at B that
cuts the detonator wire. Does this new apparatus
change your prediction about detonation of the TNT?
Acknowledgment: A paper desaibing this paradox crossed the desk
o f one of the authors, but the paper and the name of its author have
been lost. The laser inhibitor device was devised by Gordon Roesler.

6-6

how fast can you walk?

Webster's Eighth says that to “walk” means to “go on
foot without lifting one foot clear of the ground before
the other touches the ground.” In other words, at least
one foot must be on the ground at all times. Use this
definition to discover the maximum speed of walking
imposed by relativity.
We assume advanced technology here! A walking
robot moves its free foot forward at nearly the speed of
light. Then one might argue (ambiguously) as fol
lows: While the free foot is moving forward, the
planted foot is on the ground, ready to be picked up
when [look out!} the free foot comes down in front.
Half the time each foot is in motion at nearly light
speed and half the time it is at rest. Therefore the
average speed of each foot, equal to the maximum
possible speed of the walking robot, is half the speed
of light.
Why is this argument ambiguous? Because of the
relativity of simultaneity. The word when applied to
separated events should always unfurl a red flag. The
event “front foot down” (label FrontDown) and the
event “rear foot u p ” (label RearUp) occur at different
places along the line of motion. Observers in relative
motion will disagree about whether or not events
FrontDown and RearUp occur at the same time.
Therefore they will disagree about whethet or not the
robot has one foot on the ground at all times in order
to satisfy the dictionary definition of walking.
How to remove the ambiguity in the definition of
walking? One way is to make the conventional defini
tion frame-independent: One foot must be on the
ground at all times as observed in everyfree-float frame
of reference. W hat limits does this place on the two
events FrontDown and RearUp? The rear foot must
leave the ground after, or at least simultaneous with.

the front foot touching the ground, as observed by all
free-float observers. Use the following outline to de
rive the consequences of this definition for the maxi
mum speed of walking.
a Consider the three possible relationships be
tween events FrontDown and RearUp: timelike,
lightlike, and spacelike. For each of these three rela
tionships, write down answers to the following three
questions:
(1) Will the temporal order of the two events be
the same for all observers?
(2) Does this relationship adequately satisfy the
frame-independent definition of walking?
(3) If so, does this relationship give the maximum
possible speed for walking?
Show that you answer “yes” to all three questions
only for a lightlike relationship between the two
events.
b A lightlike relationship between events FrontDown and RearUp means that light can just travel
from one event to the other with no time left over. Let
the distance between these events — the length of one
step in the Earth frame — be the unit of distance and
time. Show that for the limiting speed in this frame,
each foot spends two units of time moving forward,
then waits one unit while the light signal propagates
to the other foot, then waits three units while the other
foot goes through the same process. Summary: Out of
six units of time, each foot moves forward at (nearly)
the speed of light for two units. W hat is the average
speed of each foot, and therefore the speed of the
walker, as measured in the Earth frame?
c Draw a spacetime diagram for the Eatth frame,
showing worldlines for each of the robot’s feet and
worldlines for the connecting light flashes. Add a
worldline showing the averaged motion of the torso,
always located halfway between the two feet in the
Earth frame. Demonstrate that this torso moves at the
speed of the walker reckoned above.
d Paul Horwitz says, “W e determined the value
of a maximum walking speed by finding a frameindependent definition of walking. Therefore this
walking robot moves at the same speed as observed in
every frame.” Is Paul right?
Reference: George B. Rybicki, American Journal o f Physics, Volume
59, pages 3 6 8 - 3 6 9 (April 1991).

6-7 the flickering bulb
paradox: a project
N ote: The following is too long for a regular exercise,
but it has many insights worth pursuing as a longer
activity. Therefore we call it a project.
Two long parallel conducting rails are open at one
end but connected electrically at the other end

EXERCISE 6-8
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---- 2 meters •

SLIDER FRAME
EXERCISE 6 -7 . R a i l f r a m e : C onfiguration a t t = 0 in the rest fra m e o f the rails. S lid er C D moves to the
rig h t w ith speed v„i such th a t the L o rentz-contraction fa c to r equals 2 . T he ve rtic a l legs o f the slid er are
conductors; the h o rizo n ta l crosspiece is a n insulator. S l i d e r f r a m e : C onfiguration a t t ' = 0 in the rest
fra m e o f the slider. The ra ils a n d la m p move to the le ft w ith speed \„ i such th a t the L orentz-contraction fa c to r
is 2.

through a lamp and battery, as shown in the figure
(rail frame). One of the rails has a square vertical
offset 2 meters long. Between the rails moves (with
out friction) an H-shaped slider, whose vertical legs
are conductors but whose horizontal crosspiece is an
insulator. (Assume that the vertical legs are not per
fect conductors so that, with a sufficiently powerful
battery, a voltage is maintained between the rails even
when they are connected by the vertical legs of the
slider.) If either vertical leg of the slider connects the
two rails, the electrical circuit is completed, permit
ting the lamp to light.
The rest (proper) length of the slider is also 2
meters, but it moves at such a speed that its Lorentzcontracted length is 1 meter in the rail frame. Hence
in the rail frame there is a lapse of time during which
neither leg of the slider is in contaa with the upper
rail. Since the circuit is open during this period, the
bulb should switch off for a time and then on again
— it should flicker.
The figure (slider frame) shows the configuration
at / ' = 0 in the slider frame. In this frame the slider is
at rest, its length is equal to its rest length, 2 meters,
while the rails, the lamp, and the battery all move to
the left with a speed such that their lengths along the
direction of motion are reduced by a factor of 2. In

particular the offset in the upper rail is Lorentzcontracted to a length of one meter. Therefore, in the
slider frame, one or the other of the slider conductors
always spans the rails, so the circuit is never broken
and the bulb should never switch off— it should
N O T flicker!
Those trying to disprove relativity shout, “Para
dox! In the rest frame of the rails the lamp switches off
and then on again — it flickers. In contrast, in the rest
frame of the slider the lamp stays on — it does not
flicker. Yet all observers must agree: The lamp either
flickers or it does not flicker. Relativity must be
wrong!”
Analyze the system in sufficient detail either to
demonstrate conclusively the correctness of this objec
tion or to pinpoint its error.
Reference: G. P. Sastry, American Journal o f Physics, Volume 55,
pages 9 4 3 - 9 4 6 (October 1987).

6-8

the contracting spaceship
paradox: a project

N ote: The following is too long for a regular exercise,
but it has many insights worth pursuing as a longer
activity. Therefore we call it a project.
Kerwin Warnick writes in with the following par-
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THE CONTRACTING TRAIN PARADOX: A PROJECT

adox. A spaceship of proper length L„ accelerates
from rest. Its front end travels a distance Xp in time tp
to a final speed at which the ship is contracted to half
its rest length. In the same time t p the rear end moves
the same distance Xp as the front end plus the distance
L„/2 by which the ship has contracted. Distance
traveled by the rear end Xp -b (L„/2) in time means
an average speed {xp -f fLo/2)}//p. Since the proper

length L„ can be arbitrarily large, this average speed
can be arbitrarily great, even greater than the speed of
light. “This disproves relativity!” he exclaims.
Analyze this thought experiment in sufficient de
tail either to demonstrate conclusively the correctness
of Warnick’s objection or to pinpoint its error.
Reference: Edwin F. Taylor and A. P. French, American Journal of
Physics, Volume

51, pages 889-893 (Ocrober 1983).

